Al 32.07Re8, triclinic, P1 (no. 2), a = 5.1530(6) Å, b = 9.0782(8) Å, c = 13.727(1) Å, a = 96.852(7)°, b = 95.521(9)°, g = 92.392(9)°, V = 633.7 Å 3 , Z = 1, R gt(F) = 0.049, wRobs(F) = 0.049, T = 295 K.
Experimental details
The lattice parameters were refined from 110 reflections of the Xray powder diffraction pattern (Guinier Image Plate Huber G670 camera, l = 1.540562 Å) with LaB 6 (a = 4.15692 Å) as the internal standard.
Discussion
In the aluminum-rich part of the Re-Al phase diagram around the composition Re 20 Al 80 a bundle of ReAl 4 phases was found [1] . The low-temperature phase was labeled as Re 8 Al 33x . Its crystal structure is reported here. The rather complex powder diffraction pattern indicated the title compound to be related to, but not isotypic with, Re 14Al57x [2] or WAl4 [3] . Detailed structure analysis revealed all rhenium sites fully occupied, whereas substantial disorder was found in the aluminum substructure. The Al16, Al17 and Al18 positions are not fully occupied. In addition they are found be close to each other, excluding simultaneous presence of more than two of them in the crystal structure. The figure shows one of the possible local arrangements in the region around z = ½. In case of full occupation of the Al16, Al17 and Al18 positions the total composition should be Re 8Al33. The incomplete filling, however, yields the final formula Re 8 Al 30+0.57+1.5 = Re 8 Al 32.07 , which explains the position of this phase in the phase diagram of the binary system ReAl. The crystal structures of Re 8 Al 33x and Re 14 Al 57x reveal occupational and positional disorder which is a main characteristic of complex metallic alloys, CMA [4] . Having relatively small unit cells (Pearson symbols aP41-1 for Re8Al33x and aP71-2.25 for Re14Al57x) both phases may be considered as CMA representatives without a local pentagonal or pseudo-pentagonal atomic arrangements. The environments of the rhenium atoms can by hardly interpreted as derived from the icosahedral or pentagonal-prismatic. 
